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In today’s world of information overload, informationprocessing technology is unarguably thriving.Retrieving and filtering documents from a vast volumeof text documents is not too difficult for mostorganizations. However, reading a large number ofdocuments takes a lot of time and effort, and it’s aproblem that calls for a systematic approach to solve.Organizations need an intelligent system that cancorrectly summarize the documents’ context. AKnowledge Graph generated based on inputs from asystem-generated summary of a large set ofdocuments is an apt solution. It provides a quick viewof the summary for business use with a detailedvisualization.
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The traditional approaches to
Summarization
The information database of IT companies does notnecessarily follow a uniform format and, therefore,must be pre-processed for business use. The pre-processing of semi-structured and unstructured datain organizations is gaining popularity as a practicewith many approaches to capture the context. As it’sstill challenging for enterprises to manage and storeknowledge for real-time business use, summarizingsuch information from a considerable amount of textdocuments is essential to speed up the process. Theindustry’s traditional approach to managing a lot ofinformation is to summarize content usingmanual effortfrom subject matter experts. The experts read andunderstand the complete information and summarizethat in a short form without losing the context.

Moreover, there are many questions about thetraditional approaches of the summarization andvisualization of Knowledge Graph.
1. How accurate is the generated summary?
2. Does the summary capture the full context of thelarge document?
3. How can we optimize the time to summarize thelarge document?
4. How can we prepare the interactive visualizationfor the Knowledge Graph?

Organizations spend a lot of time and effort and useadvanced tools and technologies to answer the abovequestions. When given a large amount of text data,a user can create a summary and visualize it in theform of a Knowledge Graph that best captures thelarge text documents’ facts while adhering to a setof constraints. This automatically sheds light on a lotof unutilized information in the organization that cannow be used for business purposes. The KnowledgeGraph visualization can provide deeper insights intothe connection of different documents in the form ofconnected nodes with a relationship as edges.
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The Summarization Approach with
Machine Learning and Knowledge
Graphs
Summarization is the process of extracting valuableknowledge in less time in the form of a synopsisfrom a large text content without losing the context.Document summaries, for example, provide a briefoverview of the material until a user digs deeper.Since entity descriptions, including web pages ortext, are extensive, they must be presented logically.Organizations around the globe spend a lot of money,in addition to resources, to prepare a good summaryfrom a large text in a short time. Our proposedText Summarization Solution can help them achievetheir goal with greater accuracy. There are two mainapproaches to summarization:
Extractive Summarization:

Extractive text summarization extracts phrases andsentences from the source text to generate a summary.This approach uses the technique of ranking theimportance of phrases and select only those mostimportant to the source’s context.

Abstractive Summarization:

Abstractive text summarization is about creatingcompletely new phrases and sentences to capture thecontext of the source document. Though this is amuch more complex strategy, it is one that humans canuse. The content of the source text is selected andcompressed using traditional methods in this approach.

There are various algorithms available for extractive andabstractive summarization, which are shown below:

The documents are represented as a linked graph bymethods that are inspired by the PageRank algorithm.The vertices of the graph are sentences, and the edgesbetween them show how similar the two sentencesare. A common method for connecting two verticesis to compare the similarity of two sentences and linkthem if the similarity is greater than a certain threshold.Summarization is modeled as a classification problem inmachine learning approaches.
Knowledge Graph

A Knowledge Graph is made up of a collection ofindividuals, relationships, and triples. A triple is aset of three entities linked by a relationship - subject,predicate, and object. Facts in a Knowledge Graphare known as triples in natural language. Accordingto graph theory, triples are edges that connect pairsof entity nodes. Knowledge Graphs are created aftersummarization by capturing domain-specific knowledgeas a data layer and adding rich and explicit semanticsto infer additional knowledge. We can define theKnowledge Graph as a set of connected nodes orentities with a defined relationship as edges. There canbe multiple relations existing between various nodes inthe case of a large text corpus. For example:

The data in the above example can be stored in a tripletformat i.e.
subject, predicate, object = Customer, HasSharedExperience,SocialMedia
There can be multiple relations between various nodesin the case of a large text corpus. Here is an example ofthe recruitment industry.
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In the figure above, several candidates’ profiles mayhave the same skill sets and experience, and some mayalso have worked in the same organization in the past.Knowledge Graphs can bring out such relationships ina visual manner with ease.
Large information graphs are generally used in thescientific community, such as encyclopedic datasets likeDBpedia, Freebase, FIBO, and Yago. Typically, theyare made up of millions of entities and billions of factsthat describe them. Artificial intelligence and machinelearning approaches leverage advanced technologieslike linked open data commercial information graphs todeliver good results that help a business.
Business Use of Summarization and
Knowledge Graph Generation
Summarizing a large amount of information helps savethe time spent reading and understanding the subjectmatter. In large organizations, summarization reducesthe time spent searching historical documents likelegal documents, web contents, business email anddocuments, news, and scientific articles. Intelligentsummarization and Knowledge Graph generationdirectly address the issues arising from the time-consuming process by summarizing, managing, andstoring many documents in an organization. AutomatedKnowledge Graph generation and visualizationgive businesses real-time benefits to use historicaldocuments to plan and strategize efficiently.
Mastech InfoTrellis Cutting Edge
Solution
The machine learning and ontology-based solution forsummarization and Knowledge Graph generation fromMastech InfoTrellis can bring about a new organizationalexperience. The solution, which works efficiently onlarge text documents, is built by customizing severalmachine learning algorithms.

Summarization in Recruitment to
Reduce Candidate Screening Time
In the recruitment industry, recruiters are often forcedto spend a lot of time scrutinizing candidate profilesand understanding their profile attributes. TheText Summarization Solution can generate a quicksummary and visualize the Knowledge Graph of all thecandidates instantly by finding connections betweenthe candidates’ profiles, significantly reducing the timespent screening the profiles. The system ingests allthe candidates’ profiles and performs a python-baseddata pre-processing using natural language processing.Post data normalization is then processed for profilesummarization, and the output of profile summarizationis used to generate a Knowledge Graph of thecandidates’ profile as shown below:
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In the illustrative example above, the solution usesnatural language processing to extract all the relevantinformation from the candidates’ profiles based onhuman resource ontology. After the informationextraction, the entire raw text corpus is transformedinto a normalized form for the implementationof customized machine learning algorithms forsummarization. The system-generated profile summaryis then used to identify the triplets (i.e., subject,predicate, object) for individual sentences in theprofile. These triplets are further used to generatethe knowledge graph of the candidates’ profiles. Theknowledge graph shown in the illustration provides aclear view of the candidate’s profile attributes as well asthe similarity in the skillsets and the candidates’ profilelinkage.
Conclusion

In contrast to “traditional” approaches, our solution

leverages a new approach to extract, summarize, andvisualize the underlying information. We leverageAI/ML to automate the process of informationsummarization and Knowledge Graph visualizationfor a large set of documents. This modern approachhelps enterprises process a large number of businessdocuments and get a quick summary and knowledgeview without having to screen long historical textdocuments manually. The Knowledge Graph extractionand visualization provide insights to review theindividual or multiple documents and identify how theyare connected. As technologies evolve, enterprisesare compelled to explore advanced machine learningand deep learning algorithms such as natural languagegeneration and abstractive summarization for a robustsolution. According to related research literature,multiple machine learning techniques used togethercan produce a better hybrid approach for KnowledgeGraph generation.
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